memorandum

DATE: February 6, 1998
REPLY TO: CAO:NTP:DW 98-0233 (UFC 2300.00)
SUBJECT: Evaluation of Responses for Corrective Action Report (CAR) 98-006 and Observations generated during CAO Audit A-98-06

TO: J. A. Legare, RFFO

We have evaluated your responses as submitted via your memorandum dated January 29, 1998 and a subsequent draft CAR revision dated February 4, 1998.

It has been determined that the responses to the CAR and the Observations are acceptable.

If you have any questions or if you need additional information, please call me at (505) 234-7478.

cc:
R.D. Brown, CAO
S. Vega, CAO
L. Chism, CAO
B. Stroud, CAO
T. Bowden, CTAC
A. Arceo, CTAC
D. Winters, DNFSB
B. Walker, EEG
M. Eagle, EPA
S. Zappe, NMED
A. Fiewelling, RFETS
G. O'Leary, RFETS
K. Kline, RFFO
J.R. Stroble, WID

For Sam Vega
CAO Assessment Team Leader